DCM-25
High Security Vertical Pivot Gates

Durable, Secure Commercial Entryways

DCM-25 115 volt AC with DC battery backup

Tilt-A-Way vertical pivot gates are designed to meet the security and aesthetic objectives for all commercial security requirements. Engineered to withstand severe weather and high winds, Tilt-A-Way represents the unparalleled security expertise and commitment to quality required by discriminating installations such as airports, military, FAA, municipalities, nuclear plants, courthouses, gated communities, mini storages, and residential properties.
Dedicated Performance

It Costs Less To Buy The Best! IDEAL’s custom design services and “satisfaction guaranteed” policy ensure that each Tilt-A-Way Vertical Pivot Gate provides years of effortless, low maintenance operation with no belts that slip and need continuous adjustments.

**Operator**

- 2" x 2" x .120 welded steel tubing (Pedestal frame)
- 2" x 4" x .120 steel tubing (Front frame support)
- Covered with 063 aluminum cross-broke panels
- Powered by 115 volt AC with DC battery backup
- Powered by a 1/4 horsepower right angle DC gear motor drive which powers the chain drive gate actuator with cushioned stops
- Limit switches on both ends of travel
- Opens in 8 to 10 seconds • Closes in 8 to 10 seconds
- Anti-twist bottom support member
- Aluminum 3.5" schedule 40 round tubing
- Steel 3.5" schedule 20 round tubing

**Barrier**

- Lengths up to 25 feet and maximum of 8 foot height
- Custom designs available

**Safety Features**

- Adjustable safety obstruction system
- Barrier locks in down position
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